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Mechanical cycling is one of the effective methods to rejuvenate metallic glasses (MGs) and improve their mechanical prop-
erties. The anelastic origin of the rejuvenation by mechanical cycling in a La30Ce30Ni10Al20Co10 MG was investigated via
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). We demonstrate that mechanical cycling
promotes the activation of flow defects with short relaxation times, leading to anelastic strains and therefore considerable energy
storage, which manifests itself as larger relaxation enthalpy on the DSC curves of MGs. However, the MGs release the excess
relaxation enthalpy caused by anelastic strain with time, thus suppressing atomic mobility and elevating β relaxation activation
energies. The strategy of mechanical cycling at small strains, as demonstrated in the current work, can expand the energy states of
MGs over a wide range of relaxation enthalpies.
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1 Introduction

Metallic glasses (MGs) possess unique mechanical proper-
ties and are considered as ideal structural materials [1,2]. The
little macroscopic plasticity restricts their practical applica-
tions due to the formation of shear bands [3]. The energetic
state of MGs is dependent on the external temperature his-
tory and spontaneously ages with time once they are pre-
pared [4,5]. Generally speaking, higher cooling rates drive
MGs trapped in more energetically unstable configurations
in the potential energy landscape (PEL) with more hetero-

genous structure and larger fraction of flow defects than
lower rates [6,7]. Upon successive structural relaxation
processes, MGs continually explore different configurations
until they age towards energetically stable configuration in
the PEL. This spontaneous process is called physical aging
and changes the structural, thermal, and mechanical prop-
erties of MGs [8]. In stark contrast, the rejuvenation process
drives MGs into energetically unstable configurations, which
is analogous to quenched MGs theoretically obtainable with
cooling rates in some cases [9,10].
Amounts of thermomechanical strategies have been pro-

posed to achieve the rejuvenation [11-14]. Significantly,
strategies within the nominal elastic limit (such as cryogenic
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thermal cycling, mechanical cycling, and elastostatic load-
ing) are of abundant attention in exploring the underlying
mechanisms acting in MGs undergoing externally thermo-
mechanical stimuli [15-17]. Mechanical cycling is of parti-
cular interest: homogenous at tailoring the microstructure,
easy to operate and efficient at achieving the high-energy
state. The degree of rejuvenation depends on the initial state
of the glass, and on processing parameters, i.e., cycling
temperature, frequency, and amplitude [18]. These flex-
ibilities give valuable freedom in designing the mechanical
cycling processing [19]. However, the coupling of anelastic
and plastic deformation, and a competition between struc-
tural relaxation and rejuvenation in mechanical strategies
have been continuedly argued [17,20]. It is necessary to
clarify what role each strain component takes and how they
affect the mechanical properties of MGs, considering the
time elapsed after mechanical cycling.
Though the practical interests focus more on improving the

mechanical properties of MGs, the excess energy stored in
the glassy system by these strategies is the most pivotal
quantitative index to the level of rejuvenation. Our results
confirm the availability of rejuvenation by mechanical cy-
cling within the nominal elastic limit. The anelastic origin of
the energy store is examined by differential scanning ca-
lorimetry (DSC) and dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA).
Discrete relaxation spectrum is constructed to describe the
distribution of flow defects during the anelastic deformation.
The work done (WD) by mechanical cycling is only several
tenths of the stored energy in our glass, which suggests that
anelastic strain introduces an endothermic process and draws
heat into the glassy system. The core results provide an es-
sential piece for extending the range of the glassy state and
shed vital light on the mechanical rejuvenation.

2 Experimental procedure

La30Ce30Ni10Al20Co10 (at%) MG [21] were prepared by sin-
gle-roller melt-spinning in an argon atmosphere into ribbons
with a width of 1.2 mm and a thickness of 30 μm. Thermal
analysis was carried out by differential scanning calorimeter
(Netzsch DSC 404 F3) at a heating rate of 20 K/min under
high-purity argon flow. The mechanical cycling, strain re-
covery, and dynamic mechanical behavior experiments were
performed using the commercial dynamic mechanical ana-
lyzer (TA Q800) in tensile mode. The cycling temperature
was isothermal for 10 min to confirm thermal equilibration
before the mechanical cycling and pre-tension load of 0.01 N
was employed to reduce the bending of ribbons during iso-
thermal processes.
Figure 1(a) displays the protocol of mechanical cycling

and strain recovery at 365 K below the glass transition
temperature Tg (~438 K). During the recovery process, the

elastic strain εe instantaneously recovers, anelastic strain εan
recovers with time, and viscoplastic strain εvp that cannot
recover. The mechanical cycling was carried out in three
modes: (1) at constant stress rate of 50 MPa/min and mean
stress of 100 MPa, the stress amplitude ranges from 0 to
200 MPa; (2) at mean stress of 100 MPa and amplitude of
100 MPa, the stress rate ranges from 12.5 to 200 MPa/min;
(3) at constant stress rate of 50 MPa/min and amplitude of
corresponding mean stress, the mean stress ranges from 25 to
200 MPa. These modes were repeated for 8 h for one com-
plete set of cycle.

3 Results and discussion

Figure 1(b)-(d) exhibit the strain evolution during the me-
chanical cycling and recovery processes at different stress
rate, mean stress, and stress amplitude, respectively. These
curves are similar to that of traditional glassy creep [22]. The
initial stage of strain is called primary creep, which is
characterized by a gradual increase followed by an approx-
imate saturation. The steady-state creep is a period that
strains linearly and increases with time. The creep intensity
of these two stages shows a strong dependence on mechan-
ical cycling intensity. Increasing the mechanical cycling in-
tensity sharply accelerates the creep process, which is
confirmed by the gradual increase of the strain and strain
rate. Yang’s group [23] proposed a “core-shell” model, i.e.,
soft regions and their surrounding elastic matrix, to describe
the heterogeneous microstructure of MGs. These soft regions
with relatively high atomic mobility are easier to be acti-
vated, undergoing external stress. We suggest that the flow
defects in glassy ribbons can be activated even at an external
stress far less than their yield limit. In such a case, me-
chanical cycling is helpful to promote the transition from
atoms in the glassy matrix to soft regions. As for the recovery
process, the total strain decreases with recovery time but
increases with mechanical cycling intensity. For a more in-
tuitive perspective, the initial and final strains during re-
covery processes at various mechanical cycling technologies
are shown in Figure 1(e) to study the strain recovery in-
tensity. The difference corresponds to the local anelastic
strain in the experimental window. We have seen that the
residual or viscous-plastic strain progressively increases with
mechanical cycling intensity, which suggests a decrease in
flow viscosity. The increase of anelastic strain increases with
loading time or cycling intensity, demonstrating a promotion
of activation of flow defects and accumulating of the local
plastic flow.
The heterogenous microstructure of MGs leads to the

complexity and mystery of high-temperature flow. A great
deal of effort has been made to explain the correlation be-
tween phenomenological flow and non-Debye relaxation
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dynamics [24,25]. Let us consider that high-temperature
flow in MGs is originally due to local stress-assisted, ther-
mally activated shear transformations through cooperative
atomic rearrangements. The characteristic relaxation time of
a shear event is τ1. The activated shear event either returns
toward the initial configuration when unloading or gets de-
activated because of structural relaxation and plastic de-
formation. The characteristic relaxation time of this process
is τ2. As for a homogenous structure, the deformation can be
described by the activation and de-activation of shear events.
There should be a dynamic balance between these two
configurations undergoing external stress: a population
transition of regions between the activated state to the de-
activated state. Thus, the following equation is established to
describe the creep and recovery processes:

t t

t t t t

= + 1 exp + ,

= 1 exp exp + ,
(1)

creep e an vp

recovery an
0 0

vp 0

with stress=σ for 0≤t≤t0 and stress=0 for t>t0. Here 1/τ=1/τ1
+1/τ2. Because of the disordered atomic rearrangements in
MGs, a single value of the relaxation time is no longer ap-
propriate to describe the distribution of flow defects. Lei et
al. [26] suggested the relaxation time of flow defects invol-
ving deformation even over eleven orders of magnitude of
time. A generalized Kelvin model composed of a series of
linear springs and dashpots is used to describe the distribu-
tion of discrete relaxation times during creep and recovery
processes as:
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Here 1/τi=1/τ1_i+1/τ2_i, τ1_i and τ2_i are the relaxation time of
activation and deactivation of i-type shear event. The re-
laxation time values, τi, i=1, …, n=60 (n should be less than
the data point number), are logarithmically spaced in the

Figure 1 (Color online) (a) Schematic diagram of evolution of stress and strain on time during mechanical cycling and strain recovery experiments. εe is the
instantaneous reversible elastic strain, εan is the anelastic strain that recovers with time, and εvp is irreversible visco-plastic strain. (b)-(d) Time dependence of
strain during mechanical cycling and strain recovery process at different stress amplitudes, stress rates, and mean stresses, respectively. (e) Evolution of
initial, final, and anelastic strain on cycling method.
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range of relaxation times between 10−2 and 108 s. The reg-
ularization term was used in the optimization procedure to
avoid overfitting. The calculation of relaxation time dis-
tribution is sensitive to small differences in experimental
data. The repeatability of mechanical cycling experiments
has been checked before the calculation (as shown in Figure
S1(a), Supporting Information online). A regularization
parameter that is too large will lead to underfitting but too
small will lead to overfitting. The spectrum exhibits a neg-
ligible change within an applicable range of regularization
parameter values (as shown in Figure S1(b)). The regular-
ization parameter value was chosen as 0.1 for all curves. The
best fitting of strain recovery at stress amplitude of 0-200,
50-150, and 100-100 MPa are shown in Figure 2(a). The
characteristic relaxation time distribution at various stress
rates and mean stresses are shown in Figure S1(c) and (d).
Compared with pure creep (100-100 MPa), increasing stress
amplitude introduces an increase of anelastic and visco-
plastic strain. Only a fraction of the total anelastic strain gets
recovery in the experimental window. We can see that the
anelastic strain totally recovers at about 108 s. The evolution
of strain recovery at a longer time is dependent on their prior
cycling technology, i.e., samples with higher cycling in-
tensity possess larger strain that recovers faster. The anelastic
process with a large relaxation time can be accelerated dur-
ing a much shorter time by higher cycling intensity. Figure
2(b) displays the discrete relaxation-time spectra computed
from Figure 2(a), shifted vertically for an intuitive perspec-
tive. All spectra show various distinct peaks, which are
correlated to distinct flow defect types. The peak times shift
to shorter time region and their intensity increases, especially
at peak times less than 104 s with increasing cycling in-
tensity. The first two peaks in the spectra of sample

“0-200 MPa” are the most distinct compared with that of
others. Thus, we speculate that mechanical cycling is bene-
ficial to activate flow defects with a short relaxation time.
To level the degree of dynamic heterogeneity during the

recovery process, an empirical stretched exponential Kohl-
rausch-Williams-Watts (KWW) function is used by rewriting
eq. (2) as [27]:

t t( ) = exp + , (3)an KWW vp
KWW

where KWW is the characteristic time of the recovery pro-
cess; KWW is the stretched parameter, which is closely
correlated to the structural heterogeneity of glassy systems.
Interestingly, Gao et al. [28] took a double logarithm on both
sides of the KWW equation to characterize the instant re-
laxation kinetics. Here we would focus on instant dynamic
heterogeneity in the recovery process. The eq. (3) can be

rewritten as [ ]t tln ln (0)
( ) = ln( ) ln( )an

an
KWW KWW . The

evolution of instant values of KWW and KWW on recovery
time at various cycling technology can be readily computed,
as shown in Figure 2(c) and (d). The instant KWW decreases
but instant τKWW increases with the recovery time for all
cycling technology, which shows that the relaxation dy-
namics are more heterogeneous but slower with the recovery
time. Obviously, the KWW value of sample “0-200 MPa” is
higher than others while the τKWW value is the shortest, de-
noting that mechanical cycling induces a more intense, faster
and homogenous anelastic deformation into MGs. At about
104 s, the instant KWW and τKWW values trace almost iden-
tical paths. It agrees with the distribution of discrete re-
laxation times in Figure 2(b), as indicating by the intensity
and peak time at relaxation time those are lower than 104 s. It
is evident that increasing the mechanical cycling intensity is
beneficial to accelerate the activation of soft regions with
relaxation time less than 104 s, rather than the glassy matrix
with longer relaxation time. Taking consideration of our
previous work of rejuvenation by mechanical cycling [15],
these results are also beneficial to clarifying the correlation
between rejuvenation and anelastic strain.
The variation of the internal energy of any closed systems

with constant volume is the sum of the input mechanical
energy and their adsorbed thermal energy. However, there
are local shear transformations that are not totally reversible
at puny strains well within the elastic region of MGs, i.e.,
atomic configurations are not recovered while the sample
returns to its original macroscopical dimensions [29]. The
competition between the stored energy by inelastic strain and
the dissipated energy by structural relaxation determines the
direction of rejuvenation or aging. The mechanical energy or
work done is totally contributed by pure creep at a stress ratio
σmax/σmin of 1.0 while by pure cycling at a stress ratio σmax/σmin

Figure 2 (Color online) Samples at various stress amplitudes. (a) Evo-
lution of strain with time during the recovery process. The solid lines were
fitting by eq. (2). (b) Characteristic relaxation time distribution. The cal-
culated instant (c) extended exponent βKWW and (d) characteristic relaxation
time τKWW as a function of recovery time.
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of −1.0. Generally, the work done in mechanical cycling is
the sum of components of pure creep and pure cyclic loading
as:

= + / 2,
= ,

= ,
(4)

i
n

i

total creep cycling

creep creep

cycling =1 cycling_

where total, creep, and cycling are total, creep, cycling strain
energy densities, respectively, icycling_ is the hysteresis area
per cycle for the i-th cycle, and creep is equal to

( )+ / 2max_cycle min_cycle . max_cycle and min_cycle are the
maximum and minimum strain values per cycle. Based on
eq. (4), the evolution of total on cycling time at various stress
amplitudes can be readily computed, as shown in Figure 3(a).
The results show that total monotonously increases with
cycling time, while their increase rate gradually decreases
towards a constant. Reasonable trend displays cycling takes a
more vital role in contributing to total, which suggests a
higher fraction of work done by cycling deformation. Both
literatures have reported a rejuvenation by mechanical cy-
cling at room temperature and relatively high temperature
[15,30], although no further information about the effect of
strain recovery was provided. One can compute the recovery
time evolution of anelastic an, visco-plastic vp, and dis-
sipated disscomponents as:

t t
t
t
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( ) = ,
( ) = ,
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where creep is equal to ( )+ / 2max_cycle min_cycle . Taking
sample “0-200 MPa” as an example, the work done evolu-
tion during the mechanical cycling and recovery processes is
calculated, as shown in Figure 3(b). These components
during the recovery process are quantificationally decoupled
based on Figure 2(a). The dissipated component is competed
against the structural relaxation and promotes the disorder.
At first glance, only a fraction of total gets recovery. To study
the effect of strain recovery, the recovery times of the DSC
and DMA tests are marked in Figure 3(b) with blue stars.
As-cast glasses give a heat release near the glass transition

when they are heated at a rate lower than their forming
cooling rate [31]. The relaxation enthalpy ∆H is the most
effective quantification of the energetic state of MGs. Figure
4 shows the heat flow difference between glassy samples and
their crystallized counterparts. The shape of the exothermal
peak on the DSC spectrum is dependent on the heating rate,
obeying a Kissinger activation energy [32]. In order to fa-
cilitate comparison, a standard heating rate of 20 K/min was
carried out. The ∆H value increases from 0.34 to 0.79 kJ/mol

after mechanical cycling of 0-200 MPa but decreases to
0.63 kJ/mol after 8-hour recovery. The value of increase of
∆H is 0.45 kJ/mol and higher than the La-based ribbon re-
juvenated by thermal cycling (~0.37 kJ/mol) [9]. Mechanical
cycling allows straightforward calculation of the WD based
on dimension, mass and strain energy per unit volume of the

sample as V
MWD = total , where V is the volume of glassy

ribbon and M is the molar mass. We gave the WD value of
sample “0-200 MPa” as 4.4×10−2 kJ/mol. Evidently, the
stored energy in MGs (~0.45 kJ/mol) exceeds the mechanical
WD. This is interesting since the common concept is that the
stored energy in only a fraction of the WD is no more sup-
portable. Some other results about mechanical rejuvenation
and ∆(∆H)/WD value are summarized and shown in Table 1
(the results are directly computed or conservatively esti-

Figure 3 (Color online) (a) Cycling time dependence of total at various
stress amplitudes; (b) evolution of total in the sample “0-200 MPa” during
mechanical cycling and strain recovery processes.

Figure 4 (Color online) DSC curves of glassy samples. The relaxation
enthalpy ∆H increases with the mechanical cycling and then decreases
because of the recovery of anelastic strain.
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mated from the original refs. [33-39]). A series of points can
be proposed after checking energy values in different tech-
nologies. The most apparent difference between these re-
juvenation strategies is the temperature and the degree of
deformation. Heavy plastic deformation, i.e., shot-peening,
cold rolling, and high-pressure torsion, at room temperature
(RT) all exhibit a traditional efficiency that ∆(∆H)/WD<1.
The operation of shear bands can induce considerable tem-
perature excursions, which rises by thousands of degrees for
nanoseconds [40], and it is therefore not surprising that the
majority of WD dissipates in the form of heat. In contrast, it
is remarkable that mild technologies, i.e., mechanical cycling
and elastostatic loading, as loading in the elastic regime can
introduce slight deformation and extraordinary efficiency
that ∆(∆H)/WD>1, which indicates these processes should
be considered to be spontaneous rather than driven. The
stored energy efficiency of mechanical cycling at 0.83 Tg is
apparently higher than that of elastostatic loading at RT; one
can draw a conclusion that the mechanical cycling in the β
relaxation temperature region (see below) is more effective
to store energy and rejuvenate MGs.
Now the challenge is to understand how mechanical cy-

cling can lead to disordering. We suggest that mechanical
cycling creates an endothermic process, absorbing heat from
the surroundings into the sample. Mechanical cycling was
carried out isothermally, thus, the temperature increase
should be arbitrarily small, and the heat energy rapidly drives
samples to transform into a higher degree of disorder. In this
case, mechanical cycling is more like a high-performance
catalyst that promotes these endothermic processes (analo-
gous to the non-affine strain in thermal cycling [9]). The new
configuration possesses higher enthalpy and entropy and
becomes heterogenous. In fact, the shear-induced melting
and disordering in some glassy systems have been previously
reported [41], which is in parallel with MGs [18]. Reviewed
the evolution of total during the recovery in Figure 3(b), the
recovery energy value of anelastic strain is 1×10−3 kJ/mol
while the ∆(∆H) value with 8-hour recovery is 0.16 kJ/mol.
If we ignore the continuous structural relaxation during the
recovery process, the recovery anelastic strain stores energy
which is even equivalent to 160 times of itself. This degree is

unreasonably large because of the more severe spontaneous
structural relaxation in more heterogenous MGs. If we fur-
ther assume that rejuvenation is induced by anelastic strain
rather than visco-plastic strain, a more reasonable ratio be-
tween the stored energy in anelastic strain and itself can be
obtained as 16. The energy storage efficiency of about doz-
ens of times suggests that the rejuvenation induced by me-
chanical cycling is mainly attributed to the anelastic strain,
which is particularly correlated to the endothermic process.
The evolution of the exothermal peak with the structural

state on the DSC spectrum is similar to that of the loss
modulus lying on the dynamic mechanical spectrum. The β
relaxation of MGs exhibits various types, i.e., “peak”,
“shoulder”, and “excess wing”, depending on the chemical
composition [2,42]. The temperature dependence of loss
factor tanδ at various recovery times is represented in Figure
5(a). The frequency is 1 Hz and heating rate is 2 K/min. The
data of the as-cast sample is also included as a reference.
Obviously, the recovery anelastic strain releases the stored
mechanical energy in the glassy system and consequently,
the β relaxation intensity decreases and shifts toward the
high-temperature region with the recovery time, which in-
dicates a feature of structural de-rejuvenation and agrees
with the decrease of ∆H in Figure 4. One can observe that the
β relaxation intensity in samples with various recovery times
is still higher than that of as-cast glass, which demonstrates
the pretty sustainability of rejuvenation by introducing the
anelastic strain. Compared with other strategies, mechanical
cycling is remarkable to strengthen the β relaxation and to
extend the range of the glassy state [6]. The anelastic re-
covery couples with physical aging during the recovery
process. It is necessary to disentangle the contribution of
pure aging from the effect of anelastic recovery. Temperature
dependence of loss factor tanδ with various thermal-me-
chanical histories is shown in Figure S2. Additionally, the
relative change of peak temperature and loss factor intensity
are calculated and shown in Table S1 (Supporting Informa-
tion online). Compared with pure aging, the strain recovery
introduces a more apparent change in peak temperature and
loss factor intensity. Consequently, the de-rejuvenation dur-
ing the recovery process is more to be attributed to the an-

Table 1 The ∆(∆H)/WD value in different mechanical strategies. The results are directly computed or conservatively estimated from the original literatures

Glass Method Temperature ∆(∆H)/WD Ref.

Cu65Zr35 elastostatic loading RT 2.55 [33]

Ni62Nb38 elastostatic loading RT 1.87 [34]

Cu65Zr35 elastostatic loading RT 5.66 [35]

Cu50Zr50 elastostatic loading RT 7.41 [36]

Pd40Cu30Ni10P20 shot-peening RT 5.7%-7.4% [37]

Pd77.5Cu6Si16.5 cold rolling RT <10% [38]

Zr57Ti5Cu20Al10Ni8 high pressure torsion RT <20% [39]

La30Ce30Ni10Al10Co20 mechanical cycling 0.83 Tg 10.01 current work
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elastic recovery rather than standard physical aging.
Figure 5(b) gives the temperature dependence of loss

factor tanδ at driving frequencies f (1-2-4-8 Hz) and at a
heating rate of 2 K/min. The β relaxation peak temperature
increases with the frequency and their internal correlation
obeys an Arrhenius equation as ( )f f E k T= exp /0 B , where
f0 is a pre-parameter, Eβ is the apparent β relaxation activa-
tion energy, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The β re-
laxation activation energy with various recovery times was
computed based on eq. (5) as shown in Figure 5(c). The data
of the as-cast sample is included as ref. [15]. Compared with
the as-cast MG (Eβ=0.92 eV), the Eβ value firstly decreases
to 0.73 eV after mechanical cycling and then increases to
0.82 eV after 8 h recovery. The non-monotonic evolution of
β relaxation activation energy during the mechanical cycling
and recovery processes follows the trace of anelastic strain.
The stored energy increases with the accumulation of ane-
lastic strain, but decreases with recovery of that.
The correlation between rejuvenation and anelastic de-

formation has been hinted at in our or other previous studies
[43-46]. Our results confirm that the rejuvenation by flow
originated from the endothermic process induced by ane-
lastic strain rather than mechanical energy stored in itself.
Significantly, the greatest challenge is how to retain these
anelastic strains or heat to the maximum extent from the
experimental and simulated perspectives.

4 Conclusions

In summary, the mechanical cycling below the Tg can lead to
rejuvenation in a La30Ce30Ni10Al10Co20 MG. We give the
anelastic origin of the rejuvenation through our strategy via
differential scanning calorimetry and dynamic mechanical

analysis. Increasing the mechanical cycling intensity can
effectively activate flow defects with a short relaxation time
and promote the transition of atoms in the glassy matrix to
flow defects, which strengthens the accumulation of ane-
lastic strain. Interestingly, we find that the stored energy
characterized by structural enthalpy exceeds the work done
on glassy samples by a factor of dozens of times. The con-
siderable energy storage efficiency is mainly attributed to the
anelastic strain, which is correlated to the endothermic pro-
cess. During the strain recovery process, La30Ce30Ni10Al10-
Co20 MG releases the excess relaxation enthalpy with the
recovery time and gets de-rejuvenation, which suppresses the
atomic mobility and increases the β relaxation activation
energy.
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